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On the days November 16th-18th, 2010, in the framework of the annual ‘Pianeta Galileo’
(Galileo’s planet) initiative, sponsored by the Region of Toscana, the TERECoP group has
been invited to present its activities at the exposition ‘Nice to meet you - Tecnologia e
innovazione nella didattica’ (Technology and innovation in education), hosted in two large
halls of the Duke Palace in Lucca (fig. 1).
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The TERECoP stand showed the following activities:
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1. Determination of a minimum Hamiltonian path on a unknown map (fig. 2a) which is a
known, general exercise in the framework of Operation Research. This experience was
developed on NXT in Java using the Lejos/NXJ development system.
2. A simple motion planning experience where a robot NXT, representing an insect,
moves on a mat, divided in regular squares, where it knows the position of some
obstacles and searches for a flower (represented by a calibrated colored object
identified by means of a NXT compatible videocam). After having reached the flower,
the insect communicates with another insect, represented by a second ‘blind’ NXT
robot, transmitting the whole path to be followed to reach the flower (fig. 2b).
3. A sequence of human movements performed by a Robovie-X humanoid (fig. 3). The
realization of a translator from a simple pseudo-natural language to the Robovie-X
command language, developed as the project for his graduation, was also explained by
one of the two student.

Fig. 3
The stand was also showing some videos regarding the TERECoP objectives and results
and the presented experiences.
On the 17th afternoon M.Moro was invited to illustrate the TERECoP activities and results
to a group of teacher, some of them already involved with robotics at school, some only
with initial interest. At the end of the presentation a short discussion began about the
future possible activities in the field of ER. The present teachers expressed the desire to
be connected in a community network for an exchange of experiences, collaborations and
comments.

